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POST’s Big Data programme

• POSTnotes

• Events



Talk summary

• Overview of POST’s Big Data work

– Definitions & drivers

– Example applications

– Policy challenges



What is Big Data?

• Lots of hype

• No firm consensus

“Data with characteristics that make 

data collection, processing, analysis 

or interpretation a challenge; often 

requiring the use of innovative 

techniques (big data analytics).”



Key Characteristics

www.slideshare.net/aziksa/aziksa-hadoop-for-buisness-users2

• Variability

• Re-using existing 

data in new ways:

– Novel analysis

– Linking different 

data sets



• Technological

– Creation of new data sources

– Enhanced computing capabilities

What’s Driving Big Data?



• Societal

– New forms of communication

– Data sharing: open source software, sharing 

research results, opening up public sector 

data 

What’s Driving Big Data?



How’s Big Data Being Used?

• Research

– Human Genome 

Project

– LHC

– SKA



How’s Big Data Being Used?

• Business

– Products and 

services

– Asset and 

resource 

management

– Relationships 

with customers



How’s Big Data Being Used?

• Crime and security

• Health

• Transport



Policy Challenges

• Skills

– Wide and unusual combination of skills

– Difficulty in recruiting:

• 57% of companies surveyed had difficulty filling 

roles in 2012/13. 

• Forecasts that demand for big data staff will grow 

by between 13% and 23% p.a. from 2012-2017.



Policy Challenges

• Privacy

– A primary concern

– Public view:

• Concerned about use of personal data and loss 

of control

• Fairly high awareness but much lower 

understanding

• Attitudes depend on context and type of data



Policy Challenges

• Privacy

– Does Big Data increase the risk to privacy?

• Collecting data from areas previously private

• Linking de-identified data



Policy Challenges

• Security

– Wide agreement on the need to ensure 

data security and control access

– Impossible to guarantee



Policy Challenges

• Discrimination

– US employment database

– Price discrimination

• Could Big Data help to 

combat discrimination? 



A quick reminder...

POST’s Big Data work programme

• Definitions and drivers: technological & societal

• Applications: lots!

• Policy challenges:

– Skills

– Privacy

– Security

– Discrimination
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